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Why Tom Ford's Soleil Blanc Should Be in Every
Woman's Summer Fragrance Collection!

he weather is finally beginning to warm up as the sun comes out to play! Finally, it's

time to break out the sandals, sundresses, and bathing suits! As the summer rapidly

approaches, many of us dream about a vacation!

Close your eyes and imagine being whisked away to a private island getaway, where

you can bask in the sun's warmth while sipping on coconut water under the shade of a

beautiful palm tree.

It'll be easy to imagine that you're in paradise when wearing Tom Ford's Soleil Blanc!

This luxurious fragrance is the perfect addition to every woman's summer fragrance

collection!

It's a beautiful amber floral fragrance that opens with a bright burst of fresh bergamot

and creamy pistachio. Spicy cardamom and pink pepper add an exotic spicy and hint

of heat to the opening while a fresh floral bouquet of tuberose, ylang-ylang, and

jasmine dance in the background. As the fragrance begins to dry down, creamy

coconut surges forth with a blend of sweet tonka bean and rich amber and benzoin.

The perfume's moderate longevity will keep the intoxicating fragrance lingering on your

skin for hours. Also, its moderate sillage will turn heads and garner you many

compliments without being too overpowering or distracting.

Soleil Blanc is white sand beaches, crystal waves breaking across the shoreline, and

brilliant warm sunlight captured in a bottle! This beautiful fragrance is ideal for the

fragrance fanatic that is on the hunt for the perfect coconut fragrance that inspires

summer vibes!

Are you ready for your trip to paradise?

Try a decanted sample and see why Tom Ford's Soleil Blanc should be in your summer

fragrance collection!
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Are you interested in more summer fragrances? Check out our curated collection here!
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